
6TH  EDITION

Uganda International Fashion Week (UIFW), one of Africa's Premium 
fashion events, is proud to partner with The Department of Arts and 
Culture, The Republic of South Africa (DAC), to hold a 3-day fashion 
and design event from 2nd-4th August,  2019 in Kampala, Uganda.

THE HISTORY

Founded in 2003 by Santa Anzo, MD and Chief Fashion Designer of 
Arapapa Fashion House and Design Studio, the Uganda 
International Fashion Week has generated much interest and has 
been described as one of the most prestigious fashion events on 
the Nation's annual social calendar. UIFW has inspired, nurtured and 
developed the local fashion industry into a vibrant sector, 
recognized by the Business sector, Academia, Tourism sector, 
Government & Diplomatic Missions. 

THE THEME

This “6TH Edition” of UIFW will focus on emphasizing THE 
BUSINESS BEHIND FASHION, to magnify the potential of fashion as 
a vehicle for swift economic development in Africa. The business of 
fashion is not limited to the glamour and razzmatazz of spectacular 
clothing, the lights of the paparazzi, models and the catwalk. 
Fashion like Petroleum and Gas, Communication and Tourism, 
Agriculture and Transport is a     multi-billion-dollar industry waiting 
to be exploited. UGANDA, THE TIME IS NOW! 

THE SOCIAL ECONOMIC CHANGE

UIFW is at the forefront of causing socio-economic change in 
Uganda and by extension Africa, by creating activations of 
partnerships that promote the fashion, garments and textile industry. 
UIFW is unique in that it inonnatively capitalises, integrates, and 
manages a comprehensive ecosystem for the production and 
marketing of fashion design products.  A catalyst in the creation of 
jobs. Promote and contribute to Fashion Tourism & the preservation 
of Culture. Economic advancement for especially the youth in Africa. 
Boost Uganda's earning in the Trade of Fashion.

Date:2nd - 4th August 2019
Venue: Kampala Serena Hotel

Host: ARAPAPA by Santa ANZO



Why invest in the TRADE of FASHION?

The global apparel market is valued at 726 billion dollars, and 
accounts for 2% of the world's Gross Domestic Product (GDP). 
China is the largest exporter of apparel in the world and it has 
exported over 265 billion dollars in 2014. India is the second largest 
exporter with 38.7 billion dollars of clothing exports. Other large 
exports of apparel and textiles are Italy with 32.7 billion dollars, 
Turkey with 30.4 billion dollars and Bangladesh with 28 billion 
dollars. The top 5 largest exporters therefore supply 54.4 percent of 
the total worldwide apparel trade, with China single-handedly taking 
on 36.5 percent. Africa's share is still very paltry, with the 10 largest 
African exporters in the textile / clothing industry only representing 
0.5% of worldwide textile production although Africa produces 10% 
of the world's cotton. To put it into further perspective, the 
contribution of Africa as a block in the apparel trade is significantly 
very miserable.

While still in its infancy, the African fashion industry has started to 
expand. This is largely due to growing interest in Africa's cultural 
traditions, including its vibrant hues and colorful fabrics, and the high 
quality of craftsmanship in African cultures. The industry and its 
designers, both on the continent and abroad, are capitalizing on this 
situation, with Africa-inspired designs now regularly shown on the 
catwalks in fashion shows in New York, Paris, London and Milan. 
Additionally, demand for African fashion is likely to be further 
boosted by the continent's growing urban middle class, opening up 
the perspective of sustainable growth for the African fashion industry 
supported by the African Renaissance.
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GRAND SHOWCASE FINALE

4th AUGUST 2019
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THE EVENT

The Kampala Serena Hotel and Conference Center will host 
UIFW 2019. The fashion week will provide a forum for highly 
interactive seminars, discussion panels of knowledge-sharing 
mentorship, and master class sessions. The Grand Finale will 
showcase some of africa's finest designers, including four South 
African Fashion Designers.

THE TARGET

To encourage the adoption of fashion as a career capable of 
absorbing the unemployed in Africa. Our target includes:

· Unemployed youth and women

· Stakeholders in the fashion industry

· Students of fashion and design

· Business Sector

· Tourism Sector

· Government and Diplomatic Missions

THE ACHIEVEMENTS

· To promote the consumption of locally produced 
fashion

· Create a framework allowing cross-country exchange of 
fashion entreprenuership ideas and concepts.

· Expand business-to-business engagement and trade 
amongst sector players on the global market.

· Foster the sharing of information and ideas amongst 
fashion sector players and the fashion market.

· Promote and contribute to Fashion Tourism and the 
preservation of Culture.

· Provide a platform for designers to showcase their 
unique expressions and designs to the fashion market.

· Enhance visibility and strategic importance of the 
fashion industry to Governments, Academia and other 
key stakeholders.

THE BUDGET

UIFW 2019 Budget is UGX 350 Million.

THE SPONSORS

UIFW 2019 seeks partnerships in all sectors of Tourism, 
Business, Government, Diplomatic Missions, NGO's and Arts & 
Culture.



TITLE SPONSORSHIP - UGX 350 Million

· Event Title ownership by the sponsor.

· 50% voice ownership on all communication.

· Full page advert in the UIFW Official Catalogue.

· 50% advert space on all posters, banners & fliers.

· Spots of recognition in all TV and Radio adverts as the 
principle sponsor.

· 50% ownership of branding rights on location.

· 100% logo presence in all projector recognition.

· 8 advertisement slots during the Grand Showcase Finale.

· 20 personalised FRONT ROW seats to the Grand 
Showcase Finale.

· 20 personalised VIP seats to the Grand Showcase Finale.

CO - SPONSORSHIP - UGX 74 Million

· 20% voice ownership on all communication.

· 1/2 page advert in UIFW Official Catalogue.

· 20% advert space on all posters, banners & fliers.

· Spots of recognition in all TV and Radio adverts as the 
principle sponsor.

· 20% ownership of branding rights on location.

· 20% logo presence in all projector recognition.

· 3 advertisement slots during the Grand Showcase Finale.

· 10 personalised FRONT ROW seats to the Grand 
Showcase Finale.

· 10 personalised VIP seats to the Grand Showcase Finale.

ASSOCIATE SPONSORSHIP - UGX 20 Million

· 5% voice ownership on all communication.

· 1/4 page advert in UIFW Official Catalogue.

· 5% advert space on all posters, banners & fliers.

· 5% ownership of branding rights on location.

· 5% Logo presence in all projector recognition. 

· 1 advertisement slot during the Grand Showcase Finale.

· 5 personalised VIP seats to the Grand Showcase Finale

FRONT ROW
VIP
GENERAL AUDIENCE

UGX 250,000
UGX 200,000
UGX   50,000
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Forward



The month of August in South Africa is declared Women's Month – a 
month to celebrate and honour women. This year, as our democracy 
strengthens, Women's Month takes place under the theme, “25 Years of 
democracy: Growing South Africa Together for Women's Emancipation”.

Uganda is a strategic partner to South Africa on many fronts within the East 
African region, where both countries enjoy sound political and economic 
relations that are managed through several Agreements. Uganda is South 
Africa's second largest export trading partner in East Africa, making it an 
important trade and investment partner.

FOREWORD
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thThe decision by the 7  edition of the Uganda International Fashion 
Week (UIFW) to invite South African designers to participate is a 
natural one allowing the UIFW to strengthen existing bilateral relations 
and also forging a long term relationship with the South African 
creative sector whilst providing established and emerging fashion 
designers the possibility of international collaborations, increase 
market access and to grow their profiles. 

The cultural heritage of South Africa not only consists of the rich 
landmarks (statues and monuments), living heritage and world 
renowned heritage sites but it also has a thriving colorful diverse 
cultural and creative industries – fashion being one of the fastest 
growing industries despite the textile challenges. Africa's share of the 
global market is still very paltry, with the 10 largest African exporters in 
the textile/clothing industry only representing 0.5% of worldwide 
textile production although Africa produces 10% of the world's 
cotton. To put it into further perspective, the contribution of Africa as a 
block in the apparel trade is significantly very low. It is through 
combined efforts like these that we can increase the market share by 
firstly creating inter-Africa trade between our creatives.

As we engage in the business of fashion, noting the diversity and 
similarities presented by our different nations, the partnerships and 
the development of a new creative narrative should be the pillar of our 
engagement with the UIFW. The Business network sessions will 
actively contribute to the conversations that encourages the 
adoption of fashion as a career discipline capable of impacting on the  
socio-economic change in Africa.

The Department of Arts and Culture has enabled three South African 
designers to participate at the Uganda International Fashion Week 
(UIFW) in Kampala: MmusoMaxwell, Judith Artelier and Alvada 
Creations. Hopefully this is a start of bigger initiatives in future.

Wishing the UIFW all the success.
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Judith-Atelier is a high end women's wear & couture designer label 
in South Africa, situated between the Ceres Mountains in the 
Western Cape near Cape Town, found in 2014 and owned by 
Designer Judith Smit.

As a new & young upcoming designer the label aim and live by fresh, 
newly inspired and unique quality garments dressing strong, 
confident women. The label enhances femininity throughout special 
attention to fabric & embellishment choices, the female form and 
specific details, high quality and innovative bespoke designer 
clothing with the freedom to express their creativity throughout our 
garments. Focusing on textures, manipulations, quality and fashion 
forward creations we strive to bring something different with 
handwriting into the fashion industry of South Africa and other 
countries across the globe.

“I believe each and every one of our clients are so different and 
beautiful in their own way and I'd like for them to experience when it 
comes to their emotions, self being and feelings is to identify 
themselves with being expressive, strong and confident. Once they 
put on a Judith Atelier Garment, they'll be celebrating the beauty of 
the inner creative self without boundaries.- sophisticated twist in 
design, fabrics and specialize in manipulated fabrics.

Judith Atelier BIO





The name for the Judith Atelier brand was inspired by my grandmother, Judith, and it is also the 
name I inherited from her, which adds sentiment and a lovely memory of her. 

As a fashion designer I found joy and pride in empowering women, my lovely machinists in the 
studio as well as our clients. I don't really follow trends when creating a new collection; I see trends 
as a framework and guideline, to make the rest my own authentic style. 

To be the best possible version of myself is my motto in life and that goes through to my design style, 
construction and people skills in the business and personal life. 

Home with my loving husband and two dogs are my safe and happy place; I love to spend time at 
home and to enjoy the quiet and peaceful surroundings of the country side where we live.

About Judith Herself



Designer
Judith Atelier



About the Designers
MAXWELL BOKO (24)
Studied fashion design at the Vaal University of 
Technology, where he obtained a diploma in 2015. 
After he completed his diploma, he went on to work 
for Thula Sindi and later on interned for David Tlale.

MMUSO POTSANE (26)
Studied fashion design at the central university of 
technology, graduating with a diploma in 2013.  
Interned for Africa fashion international, Kgomotjo 
Malatji of grapevine fashion as well as David Tlale



MMUSOMAXWELL is a women's wear fashion brand 
based in Johannesburg South Africa, founded in 2016 by 
Maxwell Boko and Mmuso Potsane. The duo met through 
the program 'The Intern by David Tlale.  
At the core, MMUSOMAXWELL is a ready to wear high 
end women's-wear brand producing apparel inspired by 
Afr ican her i tage and contemporary culture to 
complement the modern women. Quality being our main 
priority, the brand strives to create sustainable clothing 
through the usage of natural and high quality commercial 
fibers, accentuating detail, practicality and wear- ability.

Since joining forces the duo has showcased at Mercedes 
Benz fashion week Johannesburg SS16 and Cape Town 
fashion week AW17. Also showcasing at Lagos Design 
and Fashion Week SS16, which led to the brand being 
featured on Vogue Italia, Wanted online and Sunday 
Times as 'Up and coming SA designers to watch'. The 
duo was named the winners of the sunglasshut new 
talent search 2017.   

Profile





Designers
MAXWELL BOKO

MMUSO POTSANE



Alvada Creations is a clothing brand, specialising in 
authentic African clothing for weddigns, matric dance and 
other special events. The clothing line includes male and 
female African casual inspired by African prints in a variety 
of types. 

Alvada Creations(Pty) Ltd is a black youth owned South 
African company. Co-owned by designer Tshukudu Salva 
Phasha who prides herself in knowledge of many aspects 
of fashion designs/ clothing that are popular among 
women, youth and men of all age groups. 

Thabang Oupa Maila co-owner and general manager 
responsible for all administrative functions. 

Alvada Creations utilises a range of fabrics in the 
production of its products, and to ensure success, they:

Adhere to strict quality control standards that are vital in the 
correct production procedures.

Use the latest fabrics and styles that are sourced from the 
global market.

Finished products that are beautifully made, including the 
'eye for detail' regarding stitching, turned edges, correct 
procedures and press studs.

Alvada Creations





To be the first choice for your wardrobe. 

VISION



Designers
THABO MAILA

TSHUKUDU SALVA PHASHA



Fashion Engagement EC leverages the collaborative relationship 
between crafters, artists and educators as well as professional 
members of the creative industry in South Africa and the diaspora.

The brand facilities product development, skills development 
training, and the development of learning areas with specific 
reference to the heritage, environment, culture and fashion as a 
business in South Africa. The core idea is to create a tradition with a 
democratic perspective on peoples’ basic need to surround 
themselves with beautiful things, class, style and flare. 

Fashion Engagement
is the co-ordinatiing company
for the South African designers
in Uganda



Fashion Engagement operates with the knowledge that fashion on 
its own does not work, it needs a fusion of elements including body 
and identity, design movements, arts and crafts.



Fashion
is like eating, you shouldn’t

stick to the same Menu.



“The core idea
is to create a tradition with a 
democratic perspective on peoples’

basic need.”


